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Series of ARTICLES: **Letters to Young Scientists**
Author: Science.org. American Association for the Advancement of Science
Topic: Advice for early-career scientists managing their career development and daily lives.
LINK: https://www.sciencemag.org/tags/letters-young-scientists

Series of REPORTS: **The Early-Career Scholar**
Author: Chronicle of Higher Education
Topic: Advice for new Ph.D.s on managing the initial years of an academic career.
LINK: https://www.chronicle.com/specialreport/The-Early-Career-Scholar/223?cid=RCPACKAGE

Series of ARTICLES: **Career Advice – Inside Higher Education**
Author: Inside Higher Education  https://www.insidehighered.com/
Topic: Career Advice by Topic
LINK: https://www.insidehighered.com/advice/instant_mentor/essay_on_teaching_students_to_read_journal_articles?page=469

TITLE: **Transitioning From a Postdoc to a Tenure-Track Position**
Author: Stephen J. Aguilar
Published: May 29, 2018
Topic: In a series of monthly pieces for Inside Higher Ed, I will focus on how I navigate the tenure process from start to finish.